Power Select  Use the **TAG Button** to select Special Power.

**Modes**  Shoot Middle Ramp to light "Start Mode" Holes. Shoot the lit Hole(s) to start the mode. Collect all 9 modes to begin the **Rumble**. Shooting Ramps or Orbit will change blinking mode.

**Multi-Ball**  Collect all 9 wrestlers by shooting ramps & orbits. Shoot upper playfield **Eject**, right **Up-Kicker**, or upper playfield **Loop**, to start Multi-ball.

**Jackpots**  During Multi-Ball, collect lit **Royal Rumble Jackpot** in front of Ramps & Orbits. Collect all 9 wrestlers during Multi-ball to lite the **Super Jackpot** at the upper playfield.

**Hint**  Hit the **TAG Button** for extra bonus after completing all T-A-G Stand-Up Targets.
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